
Have you ever wanted to work at a tech startup? This is an exciting opportunity to spend your 

fall/winter semester working closely with co-founders and contributing to an exciting startup. Our 

company will expose our interns to, and develop their skills in, technology, foreign policy and 

national security, and business. 

We have a variety of opportunities and are accepting graduate and undergraduate applicants. 

Exceptional interns may be offered extensions and a very limited number of truly ou tstanding 

interns may be offered full - time positions at the company’s discretion. 

Position 

Social Media Intern 

Location 

665 3rd Street, San Francisco, CA 

Company Overview 

Launched online in August 2016, Duco (ducoexperts.com) is a San Francisco-based on 

demand marketplace of experts who are available to connect with clients around the clock. 

Duco makes it easier, faster, and more cost effective for businesses to connect with experts, 

gather information, and follow global trends to solve real-world business objectives. Duco’s 

platform allows businesses to quickly find and speak with geopolitical, regulatory, security, and 

technology innovation experts, who have insights needed to succeed in the global economy. 

Job description 

Duco is seeking an ambitious, innovative, and self-motivated intern to join our team and 

manage our social media accounts. We have hundreds of experts who are regularly featured in 

the news and are published and on the news regularly. This is an exciting opportunity for 

someone interested in a fast-paced work environment working with high profile foreign policy 

professionals. 

Projects will entail: 

• Posting on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and LinkedIn frequently throughout the day . 

• Reading, evaluating and summarizing news/opinion articles . 

• Designing and implementing strategies to increase our social media following. 

• Working with the business development team to ensure strategies are aligned. 

• Updating media hits from our experts onto their profiles and our media page. 

• Tracking metrics to improve social media tactics and strategies. 

• Identifying new opportunities, including other social media and business outlets to gain 

visibility. 

• Completing other administrative and miscellaneous tasks. 

Qualifications 



We are looking for candidates who are: 

• Resourceful – figure out how to “get it done” – and learn quickly. 

• Experienced in running professional social media accounts. (Personal experience may be 

substituted, if applicable) . 

• Technologically savvy. 

• Self-starters who understand the vision and move quickly with little guidance. 

• Intellectually curious about international relations, domestic politics, technology, marketing, 

operations, and/or leadership development. 

• Communicate/brief well, both written and verbally. 

• Attentive to detail. 

• Preferred majors: politics/political science or related fields, international relations, history, 

sociology, journalism, political economy and/or regional studies. 

Top candidates will have experience in, or strong desire to gain hands-on experience, managing 

high profile or professional social media handles in a fast-paced work environment, conducting 

political research/reading political articles, and generating business through digital marketing. 

Interns use their own personal laptops. 

Time commitment 

This is a part-time internship. Interns will commit to working 15-20 hours a week. Interns will be 

expected to report to our office in San Francisco twice a week. The internship will last three to 

four months. We may offer internship extensions or full-time job offers to a limited number of 

outstanding interns. 

Compensation 

This is an unpaid position. However, we can work with the intern to ensure that she/he receives 

academic credit at her/his academic institution. The intern is responsible for ensuring all 

requirements for school credit are met. Interns who work in the San Francisco office receive free 

snacks. Interns may also receive mentorship on next steps, introductions to other mentors, 

access to events in San Francisco, and letters of recommendation. We do not pay for housing 

or relocation to San Francisco. A small stipend may be available. 

 


